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Homotopy classes of nanowords and nanophrases are combinatorial generalizations of
virtual knots and links. Goussarov, Polyak and Viro deﬁned ﬁnite type invariants for virtual
knots and links via semi-virtual crossings. We extend their deﬁnition to nanowords and
nanophrases. We study ﬁnite type invariants of low degrees. In particular, we show that
the linking matrix and T invariant deﬁned by Fukunaga are ﬁnite type of degree 1 and
degree 2 respectively. We also give a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 4 for open homotopy
of Gauss words.
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1. Introduction
A Gauss word is a word such that any letter appearing in the word does so exactly twice and an r-component Gauss
phrase is a sequence of r ﬁnite length words such that their concatenation gives a Gauss word. Let α be a ﬁnite set. Then
an α-alphabet is a set which has a map from the set to α. An r-component nanophrase over α is a pair (A, p) where p
is an r-component Gauss phrase and A is an α-alphabet consisting of the letters appearing in p. We write P (α) for the
set of nanophrases over α. Nanowords are 1-component nanophrases. Nanowords and nanophrases were deﬁned by Turaev
in [21] and [20].
Let τ be an involution on α and let S be a subset of α × α × α. Using these data, moves are deﬁned on nanophrases.
The moves generate an equivalence relation on nanophrases over α called homotopy. Different choices of α, τ and S may
give a different equivalence relation. One such choice of α, τ and S gives a homotopy for which the equivalence classes
of nanowords over α correspond bijectively to open virtual knots [20]. Another choice gives a homotopy corresponding to
open ﬂat virtual knots [20]. Yet another choice gives a homotopy corresponding to open homotopy of Gauss words [8] or
open free knots [15]. Thus the language of nanowords and nanophrases gives a common framework to study many different
types of object including topological objects like the ones above.
Finite type invariants for classical knots and links were deﬁned by Vassiliev in [22]. They can be deﬁned in terms of the
crossing change operation. Finite type invariants for virtual knots and links were deﬁned in the same way by Kauffman [14].
Goussarov, Polyak and Viro deﬁned ﬁnite type invariants for virtual knots and links in a different way by introducing a new
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crossing) [11]. Finite type invariants in the sense of Goussarov, Polyak and Viro are ﬁnite type invariants in the sense of
Kauffman, but the reverse does not hold.
In this paper we extend the approach of Goussarov, Polyak and Viro to deﬁne ﬁnite type invariants of nanowords and
nanophrases. We have several motivations. Firstly, studying ﬁnite type invariants of nanowords and nanophrases gives a
different view point on existing invariants and may give new invariants. Secondly, through generalizing we hope to gain
a better understanding of the speciﬁc case of ﬁnite type invariants of virtual knots. Thirdly, by making deﬁnitions in the
common language of nanowords and nanophrases, it should be easier to determine relations between ﬁnite type invariants
of different objects representable by nanowords and nanophrases.
We extend the deﬁnition of nanophrases to allow some letters to be marked with a dot. We call such letters semi-
letters. We view nanophrases with semi-letters as elements in ZP (α) as follows. Let pA be a nanophrase that contains the
letter A, let p be the nanophrase derived from p by removing the letter A and let p A˙ be the nanophrase derived from pA
by marking A as a semi-letter. Then we deﬁne p A˙ to be
p A˙ = pA − p.
We ﬁx α, τ and S and thus ﬁx a homotopy. Let v be a homotopy invariant taking values in an additive abelian group G .
We extend v to ZP (α) linearly. Then v is a ﬁnite type invariant if there exists an n such that for all nanophrases with more
than n semi-letters, v(p) is 0.
Finite type invariants of degree 0 are trivial. We show that the linking matrix invariant deﬁned by Fukunaga [6] is
a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 1 (Theorem 6.1). Any other ﬁnite type invariant of degree 1 can be calculated from the
linking matrix (Theorem 6.2). Fukunaga’s T invariant is a homotopy invariant when S is diagonal (that is, S has the form
{(a,a,a) | a ∈ α}) [6]. In Theorem 7.3 we show that Fukunaga’s T invariant is a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 2. However,
under the same condition on S , there exist ﬁnite type invariants of degree 2 which are independent of T (Theorem 7.4).
Let v be a ﬁnite type invariant of degree n for r-component nanophrases over α. The invariant v is a universal invariant
of degree n if for any other ﬁnite type invariant v ′ of degree n, there exists a homomorphism f such that v ′ is equal to f ◦ v .
Goussarov, Polyak and Viro deﬁned universal invariants for virtual knots and links. Following their approach we deﬁne
universal invariants for nanophrases. Up to isomorphism, the image of ZP (α) under a universal invariant of degree n does
not depend on the universal invariant. We deﬁne Gn(α, τ , S, r) to be this image. In Theorem 7.5 we calculate G2(α, τ , S,1)
for all α and τ and for certain S .
In Section 8 we consider nanowords in the case where α is a single element, τ is the identity map and S is diagonal. In
this case, the map to α can be forgotten and nanowords are just Gauss words. Thus the homotopy given by α, τ and S is
called homotopy of Gauss words (it was called open homotopy of Gauss words in [8]). It was shown independently in [8]
and [15] that Gauss word homotopy that there exists Gauss words which are not homotopically equivalent to the trivial
Gauss word disproving a conjecture by Turaev [21]. For homotopy of Gauss words, we show that although there are no
ﬁnite type invariants of degree 1, 2 or 3, there is a unique ﬁnite type invariant of degree 4 which takes values in Z/2Z
(Theorem 8.6). This invariant is easy to calculate and gives another way to show the existence of homotopically non-trivial
Gauss words.
2. Nanowords and nanophrases
In this section we recall the deﬁnitions of nanowords, nanophrases and their homotopies. All deﬁnitions in this section
were originally given by Turaev in [21] and [20].
A word of length m is a ﬁnite sequence of m letters. The unique word of length 0 is called the trivial word and is
written ∅. An r-component phrase is a ﬁnite sequence of r words which we call components. When writing phrases we use
the ‘|’ symbol to separate components. For example ABC |∅|B is a 3-component phrase. The unique r-component phrase for
which every component is the trivial word is called the trivial r-component phrase and is denoted ∅r .
A Gauss word is a word in which any letter appears either exactly twice or not at all. Similarly, a Gauss phrase is a phrase
which satisﬁes the same condition. Alternatively, a phrase is a Gauss phrase if the concatenation of all of its components
forms a Gauss word.
The rank of a Gauss word or Gauss phrase is the number of distinct letters that appears in it. Note that the rank of a
Gauss word must be half its length. For example, the rank of ABAC BC is 3 and the rank of ABA|∅|B is 2.
Let α be a ﬁnite set. An α-alphabet is a set with a map to α. For a letter A in an α-alphabet, its image under the map
is denoted |A|. An r-component nanophrase over α is a pair (A, p) where p is an r-component Gauss phrase and A is an
α-alphabet consisting of the letters appearing in p. If a Gauss phrase p only has one component, p is a Gauss word and
(A, p) can be described as a one-component nanophrase over α or a nanoword over α. The rank of a nanophrase is the
rank of its Gauss phrase.
Rather than write (A, p) we will often just write p for a nanophrase. When writing a nanophrase in this way we do not
forget that there is a map from the set of letters appearing in p to α.
When giving speciﬁc nanophrases we will sometimes use the notation p : x where p is a Gauss phrase and x is a word
of length rank(p) in α. Arrange the set of letters appearing in p alphabetically to give a word y of length rank(p). Then the
map from the letters in p to α is given as follows. For each i, the ith letter in y maps to the ith letter in x.
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AB|A|B : ab.
On the other hand, let q be EBC |B|C E : abb. Then q is the nanophrase EBC |B|C E where |B| is a, |C | is b and |E| is b.
Two nanophrases over α, (A, p) and (B,q) are isomorphic if there exists a bijection from A to B which preserves the
map to α and, when applied letterwise to p gives q.
Fixing α, let τ be an involution on α (τ is a map from α to α such that τ ◦ τ is the identity map) and let S be a subset
of α × α × α. We say that S is diagonal if it has the form {(a,a,a) | a ∈ α}. The triple (α, τ , S) is called homotopy data.
Homotopy moves for nanophrases are deﬁned as follows:
H1: (A, xAAy) ↔ (A − {A}, xy),
H2: (A, xAByB Az) ↔ (A − {A, B}, xyz), if |A| = τ (|B|),
H3: (A, xAByACzBCt) ↔ (A, xB AyC AzC Bt), if (|A|, |B|, |C |) ∈ S ,
where x, y, z and t represent arbitrary sequences of letters, possibly including the ‘|’ or ‘∅’ symbols so that both sides of
each move are nanophrases.
Homotopy is the equivalence relation of nanophrases over α generated by isomorphism and the three homotopy moves.
The equivalence relation is dependent on the choice of the homotopy data (α, τ , S), so different choices of homotopy data
may give different equivalence relations.
Remark 2.2. Let αvk be the set {a+,a−,b+,b−} and let τvk be the involution on α where a+ maps to b− and a− maps
to b+ . Let Svk be the set
Svk =
{
(a+,a+,a+), (a+,a+,a−), (a+,a−,a−), (a−,a−,a−), (a−,a−,a+), (a−,a+,a+),
(b+,b+,b+), (b+,b+,b−), (b+,b−,b−), (b−,b−,b−), (b−,b−,b+), (b−,b+,b+)
}
.
Turaev showed that the set of homotopy classes of nanowords over αvk under the homotopy given by (αvk, τvk, Svk) is in
bijective correspondence with the set of open virtual knots [20]. He also showed that, under the same homotopy, the set
of homotopy classes of nanophrases over αvk is in bijective correspondence with the set of stable equivalence classes of
ordered pointed link diagrams on oriented surfaces (see Section 6.3 of [20] for this result and for deﬁnitions of ordered
pointed link diagrams and stable equivalence).
Virtual knots and links correspond to a nanophrase homotopy where a shift move is permitted [20]. See Section 9 for
further details.
3. Finite type invariants
Let Pr(α) be the set of r-component nanophrases over α and let ZPr(α) be the free abelian group generated by the
elements of Pr(α).
Let p be a nanophrase in Pr(α) which has the form xAyAz for some letter A, where x, y and z are arbitrary sequences
of letters, possibly including the ‘|’ or ‘∅’ symbols. We write xA˙ y A˙z to denote the formal sum given by
xA˙ y A˙z = xAyAz − xyz. (3.1)
Here A˙ is called a semi-letter and | A˙| is equal to |A|. By applying Eq. (3.1) recursively, nanophrases may contain an arbitrary
number of semi-letters. Note that in [5], Fujiwara made the same deﬁnition for semi-letters of nanowords representing
plane curves, although he called them singular letters.
Let v be a homotopy invariant for nanophrases in Pr(α) under the homotopy given by (α, τ , S) (for some τ and S) which
takes values in an additive abelian group. Then we can extend v to ZPr(α) by addition. In particular, for nanophrases with
semi-letters, we have
v(xA˙ y A˙z) = v(xAyAz) − v(xyz).
We say that v is a ﬁnite type invariant if there exists an integer n such that for any nanophrase p with more than n
semi-letters, v(p) is 0. The least such n is called the degree of v .
In Remark 2.2 we noted that open virtual knots correspond to homotopy classes given by particular homotopy data. In
this case our semi-letters correspond to Goussarov, Polyak and Viro’s semi-virtual crossings [11].
Remark 3.1. Using nanowords, the second author gave a systematic construction for a large family of ﬁnite type invariants
of plane curves in [13]. Fujiwara also studied ﬁnite type invariants of plane curves using nanowords [5]. However, in both
cases, invariance under homotopy moves was not considered.
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Proposition 3.2. Let u be a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 0 for some homotopy. Then for any r-component nanophrase p, u(p) is
equal to u(∅r).
Proof. We prove by induction on the rank of p. If p has rank 0, then p is ∅r and so the result is true. Now suppose that p
has rank n (greater than 0) and that the result is true for any nanophrase of rank less than n. So p contains a letter, say A,
and p can be written in the form xAyAz. Then we have
u(xA˙ y A˙z) = u(xAyAz) − u(xyz)
which implies
u(xAyAz) = u(xyz)
because u is a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 0. Since xyz is a nanophrase with rank less than n, u(xyz) equals u(∅r) by the
induction assumption. Thus u(p) is equal to u(∅r). 
4. Angle bracket formulae
Let p and q be r-component nanophrases over α. The nanophrase q is a subphrase of p, written q  p, if it can be
obtained by deleting letters from p. By deﬁnition p is a subphrase of itself. Note that the trivial r-component nanophrase ∅r
is a subphrase of any r-component nanophrase. If p has rank n, p has exactly 2n subphrases.
Example 4.1. Let p be the nanophrase ABC |B A|C : abc for some a, b and c in α. Then p has 8 subphrases, p itself, ∅3 and
the following 6 others: AB|B A|∅ : ab, AC |A|C : ac, BC |B|C : bc, A|A|∅ : a, B|B|∅ : b and C |∅|C : c.
Note that the map to α is important. For example, the nanophrase A|A|∅ : b is not a subphrase of p unless b is equal
to a. Note also that the number of components of the subphrase and the nanophrase should be the same. The nanophrase
AB|B A : ab is not a subphrase of p.
For two r-component nanophrases over α, p and q we deﬁne the angle bracket 〈q, p〉 to be the number of subphrases
of p that are isomorphic to q. By deﬁnition, for any r-component nanophrase p, 〈p, p〉 and 〈∅r, p〉 are both equal to 1.
Example 4.2. Let p be the nanophrase ABC |B A|C : abc from the previous example. Then 〈AB|B A|∅ : ab, p〉 is 1. If a is not
equal to b, 〈AC |A|C : ac, p〉 is equal to 1. On the other hand, if a is equal to b then 〈AC |A|C : ac, p〉 is 2 because AC |A|C : ac
and BC |B|C : bc are isomorphic.
Remark 4.3. Let p, p′ , q and q′ be r-component nanophrases over α. Suppose p′ is isomorphic to p and q′ is isomorphic
to q. Then by deﬁnition, 〈q, p〉, 〈q, p′〉, 〈q′, p〉 and 〈q′, p′〉 are all equal.
We extend the angle bracket linearly in both terms, so that it is a map from ZPr(α) ×ZPr(α) to Z0 by
〈t + u, p〉 = 〈t, p〉 + 〈u, p〉
and
〈p, t + u〉 = 〈p, t〉 + 〈p,u〉,
for all elements t and u in ZPr(α). Given an element u in ZPr(α) we call the map fu from ZPr(α) to Z0 given by
fu(p) = 〈u, p〉
an angle bracket formula.
Remark 4.4. The deﬁnition of angle bracket formulae corresponds to the deﬁnition of Gauss diagram formulae in [11].
Lemma 4.5. Let p be an r-component nanophrase of rank n and let q be an r-component nanophrase with more than n semi-letters.
Then 〈p,q〉 is equal to 0.
Proof. For r-component nanophrases y and z, deﬁne [y, z] by
[y, z] =
{
1 if y is a subphrase of z,
0 otherwise.
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[y, x1 + x2] = [y, x1] + [y, x2]
for all x1 and x2 in ZPr(α).
For an r-component nanophrase u, let M(u) be the set of subphrases of u which are isomorphic to p. Then, by deﬁnition,
〈p,u〉 is equal to the number of elements in M(u) and so can be written
〈p,u〉 =
∑
u′∈M(u)
[
u′,u
]
.
Then for any subphrase v of u, 〈p, v〉 can be written
〈p, v〉 =
∑
u′∈M(u)
[
u′, v
]
. (4.1)
We say that an r-component nanophrase u is a resolution of q (written u 
 q) if u is derived from q by taking each
semi-letter in q and either removing the letter or by removing the dot from the letter. If q has m semi-letters, there are 2m
different resolutions of q. Let q′ be the nanophrase derived from q by removing the dots from all the semi-letters. Then q′
is a resolution of q and all other resolutions of q are subphrases of q′ . Let u be a resolution of q. Then we deﬁne δ(u,q) by
δ(u,q) = rank(q) − rank(u).
Using resolutions, 〈p,q〉 can be written as
〈p,q〉 =
∑
u
q
(−1)δ(u,q)〈p,u〉.
Using Eq. (4.1), this becomes
〈p,q〉 =
∑
u
q
(−1)δ(u,q)
∑
v∈M(q′)
[v,u]
=
∑
v∈M(q′)
∑
u
q
(−1)δ(u,q)[v,u]
=
∑
v∈M(q′)
[v,q].
For any v in M(q′), the rank of v is n. Since q is a nanophrase with more than n semi-letters, there must exist a semi-
letter in q which does not appear (as a letter without a dot) in v . Call this letter A˙. Let qA be the nanophrase derived from q
by changing A˙ to A. Let q0 be the nanophrase derived from q by removing A˙. Then
[v,q] = [v,qA] − [v,q0] = 0
because [v,qA] is equal to [v,q0].
Thus
〈p,q〉 =
∑
v∈M(q′)
[v,q] = 0
and the proof is complete. 
The degree of an element of ZPr(α) is the maximum of the ranks of the terms. The degree of an angle bracket formula
〈u, p〉 is the degree of u.
Proposition 4.6. Suppose v is a homotopy invariant which is given by an angle bracket formula with degree m. Then v is a ﬁnite type
invariant of degree less than or equal to m.
Proof. Suppose v(p) is given by the angle bracket formula 〈u, p〉 for some u in ZPr(α). Then we just need to show that
for any nanophrase q with more than m semi-letters, 〈u, p〉 is equal to 0. This follows from Lemma 4.5. 
Remark 4.7. If v is a homotopy invariant which is given by an angle bracket formula with degree m, it is possible that v is
a ﬁnite type invariant of degree strictly less than m. Later, in Examples 6.5 and 6.6, we give some examples of ﬁnite type
invariants which are deﬁned by angle bracket formulae of degree 2 but which are dependent on ﬁnite type invariants of
degree 1. However these examples are not ﬁnite type invariants of degree 1. Whether or not there exists an angle bracket
formulae of degree m, for some m, which gives a ﬁnite invariant of degree strictly less than m remains an open question.
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Let P (α, τ , S, r) be the set of homotopy classes of r-component nanophrases under the homotopy given by (α, τ , S). Let
ZP (α, τ , S, r) be the free abelian group generated by the elements of P (α, τ , S, r).
Let v be a ﬁnite type invariant for P (α, τ , S, r) taking values in an abelian group G . We say that v is a universal invariant
of degree n if v has degree less than or equal to n and for every ﬁnite type invariant v ′ of degree less than or equal to n
taking values in some abelian group H , there exists a homomorphism f from G to H such that the following diagram
ZP (α, τ , S, r) v
v ′
G
f
H
is commutative. In other words, if p and q are two r-component nanophrases over α which can be distinguished by a ﬁnite
type invariant of degree n and v is a universal invariant of degree n, then v(p) is not equal to v(q).
In [11], Goussarov, Polyak and Viro deﬁned a universal invariant for ﬁnite type invariants of virtual knots and links. In
a similar way, we now deﬁne universal invariants for homotopies of nanophrases.
Let ZIr(α) be the additive abelian group generated by r-component nanophrases modulo isomorphism. Then
ZP (α, τ , S, r) is ZIr(α) modulo the three homotopy moves.
Let G(α, τ , S, r) be the group given by ZIr(α) modulo the following three types of relations. The ﬁrst type of relation
has the form
xAAy = 0,
where x and y are arbitrary sequences of letters possibly including the ‘|’ symbol so that xy is a nanophrase. The second
type of relation has the form
xAByB Az + xAyAz + xByBz = 0,
where x, y and z are arbitrary sequences of letters possibly including the ‘|’ symbol so that xyz is a nanophrase and |A| is
equal to τ (|B|). The third type of relation has the form
xAByACzBCt + xAByAzBt + xAyACzCt + xByCzBCt = xB AyC AzC Bt + xB AyAzBt + xAyC AzCt + xByCzC Bt,
where x, y, z and t are arbitrary sequences of letters possibly including the ‘|’ symbol so that xyzt is a nanophrase and the
triple (|A|, |B|, |C |) is in S . The relations hold for any set of nanophrases matching the terms.
Remark 5.1. When (α, τ , S) is (αvk, τvk, Svk) (see Remark 2.2), these relations are similar to those appearing in Section 2.5
of [11]. This is discussed further in Remark 9.3.
We deﬁne a map θr from ZIr(α) to itself as follows. For an r-component nanophrase p, θr(p) is the sum of all the
subphrases of p considered as an element of ZIr(α). We then extend this deﬁnition linearly to all of ZIr(α). Note that for
a nanophrase p, θr(p) can be written as
θr(p) =
∑
qp
q.
Example 5.2. Consider the nanophrase AB|AB : aa for some a in α. Then θ2(AB|AB : aa) is given by
θ2(AB|AB : aa) = AB|AB : aa + A|A : a + B|B : a + ∅|∅.
The nanophrases A|A : a and B|B : a are isomorphic and so they are equivalent in ZI2(α). Thus θ2(AB|AB) can be given
more simply by
θ2(AB|AB : aa) = AB|AB : aa + 2A|A : a + ∅|∅.
Example 5.3. For some a in α, θ2(A|B AB : aa − AA|BB : aa) is
A|B AB : aa + A|A : a − AA|BB : aa − AA|∅ : a.
Remark 5.4. The map θr corresponds to the map I in [11].
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φr(p) =
∑
qp
(−1)rank(p)−rank(q)q.
We then extend this linearly to all of ZIr(α).
Example 5.5. Consider the nanophrase AB|AB : aa. Then
φ2(AB|AB : aa) = AB|AB : aa − 2A|A : a + ∅|∅.
Proposition 5.6. The map θr is a bijection. Its inverse is given by φr .
Proof. We will show that for any r-component nanophrase p, φr ◦ θr(p) and θr ◦ φr(p) are both equal to p. By extending
this linearly to all of ZIr(α), this implies that φr ◦ θr and θr ◦ φr are both equivalent to the identity map and this gives the
required result.
Now
φr ◦ θr(p) = φr
(∑
qp
q
)
=
∑
qp
φr(q)
=
∑
qp
∑
sq
(−1)rank(q)−rank(s)s.
Rearranging the terms and write I(s, p) for the set of nanophrases q satisfying s q p, this becomes
φr ◦ θr(p) =
∑
sp
( ∑
q∈I(s,p)
(−1)rank(q)−rank(s)
)
s.
We write c(s) for∑
q∈I(s,p)
(−1)rank(q)−rank(s). (5.1)
Then
c(p) =
∑
q∈I(p,p)
(−1)rank(q)−rank(p) = 1.
Let s be any subphrase of p other than p itself. Then there is a letter, say A, which appears in p but not in s. Consider
the set of subphrases q in the sum for c(s). Exactly half of these subphrases contain A and the other half do not. If q is a
subphrase containing A, let qA be the subphrase derived from q by deleting A. Note that if q appears in the sum for c(s),
so does qA . Also note that the map deﬁned by deleting the letter A gives a bijection from the set of subphrases in the sum
for c(s) containing the letter A to the set of subphrases in the sum for c(s) which do not contain A. Write Q(s) for the set
of subphrases in the sum for c(s) containing the letter A. Then Eq. (5.1) becomes
c(s) =
∑
q∈Q(s)
(
(−1)rank(q)−rank(s) + (−1)rank(qA)−rank(s)).
However, the rank of qA is one less than the rank of q which means that
(−1)rank(q)−rank(s) + (−1)rank(qA)−rank(s) = 0
and so c(s) is equal to 0 for all subwords s of p except p itself. Thus φr ◦ θr(p) equals p.
On the other hand,
θr ◦ φr(p) = θr
(∑
qp
(−1)rank(p)−rank(q)q
)
=
∑
qp
(−1)rank(p)−rank(q)θr(q)
=
∑
(−1)rank(p)−rank(q)
∑
s.
qp sq
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θr ◦ φr(p) =
∑
sp
( ∑
q∈I(s,p)
(−1)rank(p)−rank(q)
)
s.
It is then easy to check that this is equal to p using a similar method to the one we used for φr ◦ θr . 
Proposition 5.7. The map θr induces an isomorphism from ZP (α, τ , S, r) to G(α, τ , S, r).
Proof. We show that θr induces a homomorphism from ZP (α, τ , S, r) to G(α, τ , S, r) and that φr induces a homomorphism
from G(α, τ , S, r) to ZP (α, τ , S, r).
We start with θr and check the relations given by each homotopy move. For the move H1 we need to show that
θr(xAAy) − θr(xy) = 0 (5.2)
for all nanophrases xAAy. Now
θr(xAAy) − θr(xy) =
∑
qxAAy
q −
∑
qxy
q. (5.3)
Note that the set of subphrases of xAAy which do not contain A are exactly the set of subphrases of xy. Writing Q(p) for
the set of subphrases of xAAy which contain A, Eq. (5.3) becomes
θr(xAAy) − θr(xy) =
∑
q∈Q(p)
q +
∑
qxy
q −
∑
qxy
q.
However, in G(α, τ , S, r) any nanophrase of the form uAAv is 0 by a relation of the ﬁrst type. Thus every nanophrase q
in Q(p) is 0 and so Eq. (5.2) holds.
For the move H2 we need to show that
θr(xAByB Az) − θr(xyz) = 0 (5.4)
for all nanophrases xAByB Az where |A| is equal to τ (|B|). Write QAB(p) for the set of subphrases of xAByB Az which
contain both A and B , QA(p) for the set of subphrases of xAByB Az which contain A and not B , QB(p) for the set
of subphrases of xAByB Az which contain B and not A and Q(p) for the set of subphrases of xAByB Az which contain
neither A nor B . Note that Q(p) is also the set of subphrases of xyz. Then
θr(xAByB Az) − θr(xyz) =
∑
q∈QAB (p)
q +
∑
q∈QA(p)
q +
∑
q∈QB (p)
q +
∑
q∈Q(p)
q −
∑
q∈Q(p)
q. (5.5)
For a subphrase qAB in QAB(p), let qA be the nanophrase derived from qAB by deleting the letter B and let qB be the
nanophrase derived from qAB by deleting the letter A. Then the map taking qAB to qA gives a bijection from QAB(p)
to QA(p) and the map taking qAB to qB gives a bijection from QAB(p) to QB(p). Then Eq. (5.5) can be rewritten as
θr(xAByB Az) − θr(xyz) =
∑
qAB∈QAB (p)
(qAB + qA + qB).
Now since |A| is equal to τ (|B|) there is a relation of the second type which gives
qAB + qA + qB = 0
for each qAB in QAB , and so Eq. (5.4) holds.
For the move H3 we need to show that
θr(xAByACzBCt) − θr(xB AyC AzC Bt) = 0 (5.6)
for all nanophrases xAByACzBCt where (|A|, |B|, |C |) is in S . Let QABC (p) be the set of subphrases of xAByACzBCt which
contain the letters A, B and C . For a nanophrase qABC in QABC (p), we can derive seven more nanophrases by deleting
different subsets of the letters A, B and C . The resulting nanophrases are written qAB , qAC , qBC , qA , qB , qC and q, using
similar notation to that used in the H2 case.
By applying the H3 move to the letters A, B and C to a nanophrase qABC in QABC (p) we get a new nanophrase which
we label q′ABC . As for qABC , we derive seven nanophrases from q′ABC by deleting different subsets of the letters A, B and C .
The resulting nanophrases are written q′AB , q′AC , q′BC , q′A , q′B , q′C and q′ . Then we have
θr(xAByACzBCt) =
∑
(qABC + qAB + qAC + qBC + qA + qB + qC + q)
qABC∈QABC (p)
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θr(xB AyC AzC Bt) =
∑
qABC∈QABC (p)
(
q′ABC + q′AB + q′AC + q′BC + q′A + q′B + q′C + q′
)
.
Note that q′A , q′B , q′C and q′ are equal to qA , qB , qC and q respectively. Thus
θr(xAByACzBCt) − θr(xB AyC AzC Bt) =
∑
qABC∈QABC (p)
(
qABC + qAB + qAC + qBC − q′ABC − q′AB − q′AC − q′BC
)
.
Now since (|A|, |B|, |C |) is in S , there is a relation of the third type which gives
qABC + qAB + qAC + qBC − q′ABC − q′AB − q′AC − q′BC = 0
for each qABC in QABC , and so Eq. (5.6) holds.
We now consider φr . We check each type of relation in G(α, τ , S, r).
For the ﬁrst relation we need to show that
φr(xAAy) = 0 (5.7)
for all nanophrases xAAy. Let QA be the set of subphrases of xAAy which contain the letter A. For each nanophrase qA
in QA we derive a nanophrase q by deleting the letter A. Then we have
φr(xAAy) =
∑
qA∈QA(p)
(−1)rank(p)−rank(qA)(qA − q).
However, in P (α, τ , S, r), qA is equal to q for each qA in QA . Thus Eq. (5.7) holds.
For the second relation we need to show that
φr(xAByB Az) + φr(xAyAz) + φr(xByBz) = 0 (5.8)
for all nanophrases xAByB Az with |A| equal to τ (|B|).
Let QAB(p) be the set of subphrases of xAByB Az which contain both A and B . For a subphrase qAB in QAB(p), let qA
be the nanophrase derived from qAB by deleting the letter A, let qB be the nanophrase derived from qAB by deleting the
letter B and let q be the nanophrase derived from qA by deleting the letter A. Then
φr(xAByB Az) + φr(xAyAz) + φr(xByBz) =
∑
qAB∈QAB (p)
(−1)rank(p)−rank(qAB )(qAB − qA − qB + q + qA − q + qB − q)
=
∑
qAB∈QAB (p)
(−1)rank(p)−rank(qAB )(qAB − q).
Now in P (α, τ , S, r), qAB is equal to q for each qAB in QAB . Thus Eq. (5.8) holds.
For the third relation we need to show that
φr(xAByACzBCt) + φr(xAByAzBt) + φr(xAyACzCt) + φr(xByCzBCt)
= φr(xB AyC AzC Bt) + φr(xB AyAzBt) + φr(xAyC AzCt) + φr(xByCzC Bt) (5.9)
for all nanophrases xAByACzBCt where (|A|, |B|, |C |) is in S .
Let QABC (p) be the set of subphrases of xAByACzBCt which contain A, B and C . For a nanophrase qABC in QABC (p),
we can derive seven more nanophrases by deleting different subsets of the letters A, B and C . Using the same notation we
used before, they are written qAB , qAC , qBC , qA , qB , qC and q. By applying the H3 move to the letters A, B and C in qABC
we get a new nanophrase which, as before, is labelled q′ABC . As before, we derive seven nanophrases from q′ABC by deleting
different subsets of the letters A, B and C . These nanophrases are written q′AB , q′AC , q′BC , q′A , q′B , q′C and q′ . However, as we
noted before, q′A , q′B , q′C and q′ are equal to qA , qB , qC and q respectively.
Writing δ(qABC ) for rank(p) − rank(qABC ), we have
φr(xAByAzBt) =
∑
qABC∈QABC (p)
(−1)δ(qABC )(qAB − qA − qB + q),
φr(xAyACzCt) =
∑
qABC∈QABC (p)
(−1)δ(qABC )(qAC − qA − qC + q),
φr(xByCzBCt) =
∑
(−1)δ(qABC )(qBC − qB − qC + q)
qABC∈QABC (p)
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φr(xAByACzBCt) =
∑
qABC∈QABC (p)
(−1)δ(qABC )(qABC − qAB − qAC − qBC + qA + qB + qC − q).
We also have
φr(xB AyAzBt) =
∑
qABC∈QABC (p)
(−1)δ(qABC )(q′AB − qA − qB + q),
φr(xAyC AzCt) =
∑
qABC∈QABC (p)
(−1)δ(qABC )(q′AC − qA − qC + q),
φr(xByCzC Bt) =
∑
qABC∈QABC (p)
(−1)δ(qABC )(q′BC − qB − qC + q)
and
φr(xB AyC AzC Bt) =
∑
qABC∈QABC (p)
(−1)δ(qABC )(q′ABC − q′AB − q′AC − q′BC + qA + qB + qC − q).
Substituting these equations into
φr(xAByACzBCt) + φr(xAByAzBt) + φr(xAyACzCt) + φr(xByCzBCt)
− φr(xB AyC AzC Bt) − φr(xB AyAzBt) − φr(xAyC AzCt) − φr(xByCzC Bt)
and using the fact that qABC is equal to q′ABC in P (α, τ , S, r) for each qABC in QABC , gives Eq. (5.9). 
Remark 5.8. Proposition 5.7 corresponds to Theorem 2D in [11].
We write θˆr for the isomorphism from ZP (α, τ , S, r) to G(α, τ , S, r) induced by θr .
We introduce a fourth type of relation parameterized by an integer n. The relation is
p = 0
where p is any nanophrase which has rank greater than n. Let Gn(α, τ , S, r) be the group given by G(α, τ , S, r) modulo all
relations of this fourth type with parameter n. Then Gn(α, τ , S, r) is generated by the set of r-component nanophrases of
rank n. As this set is ﬁnite, Gn(α, τ , S, r) is a ﬁnitely generated abelian group.
For each positive integer n we deﬁne a map On from P (α, τ , S, r) to itself by
On(p) =
{
p if rank(p) n,
0 otherwise
for any r-component nanophrase, and then extending linearly to all of P (α, τ , S, r). Clearly On induces a homomorphism
from G(α, τ , S, r) to Gn(α, τ , S, r) which we also write On .
Let Γn,r be the composition of θˆr and On . Then Γn,r is a homomorphism from ZP (α, τ , S, r) to Gn(α, τ , S, r).
For a nanophrase p, by linearity of On , we can write Γn,r(p) as
Γn,r(p) =
∑
qp
On(q).
We can rewrite this using angle bracket formulae to get
Γn,r(p) =
∑
q∈Pr,n(α)
〈q, p〉q, (5.10)
where Pr,n(α) is the set of r-component nanophrases over α of rank n or less.
Proposition 5.9. The map Γn,r is a universal invariant of degree n.
Proof. The fact that Γn,r is a ﬁnite type invariant of degree n follows directly by applying Proposition 4.6 to Eq. (5.10).
Now let v be a ﬁnite type invariant of degree less than or equal to n for nanophrases in P (α, τ , S, r), taking values in
some abelian group H . We need to show that there exists a homomorphism f from Gn(α, τ , S, r) to H such that f ◦Γn,r is
equal to v . It is enough to show that ker(Γn,r) is a subgroup of ker(v).
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ker(On). Then k can be written
k =
j∑
i=1
λiki,
for some j where each ki is a nanophrase of rank greater than n and each λi is in Z. For each i, let k˙i be the nanophrase
derived from ki by changing every letter to be a semi-letter. Then
k˙i =
∑
k′k
(−1)(rank(k)−rank(k′))k′ = θˆ−1r (ki).
Thus θˆ−1r (k) can be written as a sum of nanophrases of rank greater than n where every letter is a semi-letter. Then
v(θˆ−1r (k)) is equal to 0 because v is a ﬁnite type invariant of degree n. Thus ker(Γn,r) is a subgroup of ker(v). 
Remark 5.10. Proposition 5.9 corresponds to Theorem 2E in [11].
Corollary 5.11. For any degree n ﬁnite type invariant of degree v taking values in an abelian group G, there exists a ﬁnite set of elements
of G, {g1, . . . , gm}, such that v can be written in the form
v(p) =
m∑
i=1
〈qi, p〉gi
where each qi is an element of ZPr,n(α).
Proof. This easily follows from Proposition 5.9 and Eq. (5.10). 
Let u be a universal invariant of degree n for r-component nanophrases. Then
u
(
ZP (α, τ , S, r)
)∼= Γn,r(ZP (α, τ , S, r))∼= Gn(α, τ , S, r).
Thus we can interpret Gn(α, τ , S, r) as being the group isomorphic to the image of ZP (α, τ , S, r) under any universal
invariant of degree n for r-component nanophrases.
Deﬁne Hn(α, τ , S, r) to be the subgroup of Gn(α, τ , S, r) generated by all r-component nanophrases except for the trivial
nanophrase ∅r . We have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.12. For any α, τ , S , r and n, Gn(α, τ , S, r) can be written in the form
Gn(α, τ , S, r) ∼= Z⊕ Hn(α, τ , S, r).
Proof. The trivial nanophrase ∅r does not appear in any of the relations of Gn(α, τ , S, r). Thus ∅r is a free generator in
Gn(α, τ , S, r). 
Corollary 5.13. For any α, τ , S and r,
G0(α, τ , S, r) ∼= Z.
Proof. Just observe that H0(α, τ , S, r) is trivial by relations of the fourth type. 
For any r-component nanophrase p, using the above proposition and Eq. (5.10), Γn,r(p) can be written in the form
Γn,r(p) = h + ∅r,
where h is an element in Hn(α, τ , S, r). This shows that the restriction of Γn,r to P (α, τ , S, r) is not surjective on
Gn(α, τ , S, r).
We can agree to normalize our ﬁnite type invariant so that ∅r maps to 0. Let v be a universal invariant normalized in
this way. Then the image of ZP (α, τ , S, r) under v is isomorphic to Hn(α, τ , S, r). Thus Hn(α, τ , S, r) can be viewed as
the maximal space of values that nanophrases in P (α, τ , S, r) can take under normalized ﬁnite type invariants of degree n
or less. In particular, if Hn(α, τ , S, r) is ﬁnite, ﬁnite type invariants of degree n or less can only classify nanophrases in
P (α, τ , S, r) into a ﬁnite number of equivalence classes. On the other hand, for all α, τ , S and r, P (α, τ , S, r) has an inﬁnite
number of elements.
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Proposition 5.14. Let (α, τ , S) be homotopy data and n and r be positive integers. Let S ′ be a subset of S. Let β be a set such that the
number of elements is less than or equal to the number of elements in α and let τβ be an involution on β . Let f be a surjective map
from α to β which satisﬁes τβ( f (a)) = f (τ (a)) for all a in α. Then:
(i) The identity map gives a homomorphism from Gn+1(α, τ , S, r) to Gn(α, τ , S, r);
(ii) The identity map gives a surjective homomorphism from Gn(α, τ , S ′, r) to Gn(α, τ , S, r);
(iii) There is a surjective homomorphism from Gn(α, τ , S, r) to Gn(β, τβ, f (S), r).
Proof. Statement (i) follows immediately from the deﬁnitions. Statement (ii) also follows easily from the deﬁnitions because
the relations of the third type in Gn(α, τ , S, r) are a subset of those in Gn(α, τ , S ′, r).
We now prove Statement (iii). The map f induces a map, which we also call f , from P (α) to P (β) as follows. Let (A, p)
be a nanophrase in P (α, τ , S) and let ε be the map from A to α. Then deﬁne B to be a β-alphabet with the same set
as A and the map to β given by f ◦ ε. Then f (A, p) is deﬁned to be (B, p). It is then a simple exercise to check that f
induces a homomorphism from Gn(α, τ , S, r) to Gn(β, τβ, f (S), r). Surjectivity follows from the fact that the original map f
is surjective. 
6. Finite type invariants of degree 1
The linking matrix of a nanophrase was deﬁned by Fukunaga in [6]. It is a homotopy invariant under any homotopy of
nanophrases [6,9]. We recall the deﬁnition here.
First, let π be the abelian group generated by elements in α with the relations a + τ (a) = 0 for all a in α. In [6], π is
written multiplicatively, but here we will write it additively. Then
π ∼= (Z)k ⊕ (Z/2Z)l
where l is the number of ﬁxed points of α under τ and k is the number of orbits of α under τ which contain two elements.
For an r-component nanophrase p, the linking matrix of p is deﬁned as follows. Let Ai j(p) be the set of letters which
have one occurrence in the ith component of p and the other occurrence in the jth component of p. Let lii(p) be 0 and,
when j is not equal to i, let li j(p) be
li j(p) =
∑
X∈Ai j(p)
|X |,
for i and j positive integers less than or equal to r. Then, for all i and j, li j(p) is an element in π . Let L(p) be the symmetric
r × r matrix given by the li j(p).
Theorem 6.1. The linking matrix is a degree 1 ﬁnite type invariant.
Proof. Let p A˙ B˙ be an arbitrary nanophrase which contains two semi-letters, A˙ and B˙ , and may contain other letters. Let
pAB be the nanophrase given by changing both A˙ and B˙ in p A˙ B˙ to A and B . Let p be the nanophrase given by removing
both A˙ and B˙ from p A˙ B˙ . The nanophrase pA is the nanophrase given by removing A from pAB , and pB is the nanophrase
given by removing A from pAB .
By deﬁnition,
L(p A˙ B˙) = L(pAB) − L(pA) − L(pB) + L(p),
so we just need to show that
L(pAB) − L(pA) − L(pB) + L(p) = 0
where 0 is the zero matrix. In fact, we show that for each i and each j we have
li j(pAB) − li j(pA) − li j(pB) + li j(p) = 0. (6.1)
If i is equal to j, then Eq. (6.1) obviously holds. Now assume that i is not equal to j. If A is not in Ai j(pAB), then li j(pAB)
is equal to li j(pB) and li j(pA) is equal to li j(p), which implies that Eq. (6.1) holds. Similarly, if B is not in Ai j(pAB), Eq. (6.1)
also holds. The last case to consider is where both A and B are in Ai j(pAB). In this case we have
li j(pAB) = |A| + |B| + li j(p),
li j(pA) = |A| + li j(p) and
li j(pB) = |B| + li j(p).
Then Eq. (6.1) holds.
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matrix is a non-trivial invariant, so it cannot have degree 0. 
In the proof we show that the linking matrix is a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 1 by checking the deﬁnition directly. We
will now show that the linking matrix can be calculated from degree 1 angle bracket formulae and thus factors through our
universal invariant. Then by Proposition 4.6 and the fact that the linking matrix is a non-trivial invariant (which implies it
cannot be a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 0) we have an alternative way of proving Theorem 6.1.
An orientation of α is a subset of α which intersects with each orbit of α under τ in exactly one element. Let αo be an
orientation of α. Then, with respect to αo , any element g of π can be represented uniquely as
g =
∑
a∈αo
caa,
where ca is in Z if a equals τ (a) and in Z/2Z otherwise. We call ca the coeﬃcient of the a term in g .
Let gi, j,a denote the nanophrase of the form . . . |A| . . . |A| . . . , where i is the number of the component in which the
ﬁrst A occurs, j is the number of the component in which the second A occurs and a is |A|. For a nanophrase p and an
element a in αo , let li ja(p) be the coeﬃcient of the a term in li j(p). If a is not equal to τ (a), li ja(p) is in Z and is given by
the following angle bracket formula:
li ja(p) = 〈gi, j,a − gi, j,τ (a), p〉.
If a is equal to τ (a), li ja(p) is in Z/2Z and is given by the following angle bracket formula:
li ja(p) = 〈gi, j,a, p〉 mod 2.
The following theorem states that the linking matrix essentially contains all ﬁnite type invariants of degree 1.
Theorem 6.2. Let p and q be two r-component nanophrases. If there exists a ﬁnite type invariant v of degree 1 such that v(p) is not
equal to v(q), p and q can be distinguished by the linking matrix.
Proof. We calculate the group G1(α, τ , S, r) for arbitrary α, τ , S and r. By Proposition 5.12, G1(α, τ , S, r) has the form
G1(α, τ , S, r) ∼= Z⊕ H1(α, τ , S, r).
In H1(α, τ , S, r), any nanophrase of rank 2 or more is equal to 0 by deﬁnition. Rank 1 nanophrases over α either have the
form . . . |AA| . . . or the form . . . |A| . . . |A| . . . . By relations of the ﬁrst type, generators of the ﬁrst form must be equal to
zero, so we may delete them. The generators of the second form are the nanophrases gi, j,a .
Note that relations of the third type only involve generators that have two or more letters. Since all these generators are
zero, these relations trivially hold in H1(α, τ , S, r) and so we may delete them.
So we have a presentation for H1(α, τ , S, r) where the generators are the set of gi, j,a , for all i and j between 1 and r
(i less than j) and for all a in α. The relations, which are all derived from relations of the second type, are
gi, j,a + gi, j,τ (a) = 0
for all i and j between 1 and r (i less than j) and for all a in α. Then for any a in α for which a is equal to τ (a), the
generators gi, j,a (for all i and j, i less than j) have order 2 in G1(α, τ , S, r). Any other generator has inﬁnite order.
It is easy to check that
H1(α, τ , S, r) ∼=
⊕
1i< jr
Hij
where each Hij is isomorphic to π . Recalling that the linking matrix is symmetrical and that the elements on the leading
diagonal are all 0, we see that the linking matrix of a nanophrase can also be considered as an element of H1(α, τ , S, r).
Now G1(α, τ , S, r) is isomorphic to
Z⊕ H1(α, τ , S, r).
Thus we can consider the map Γn,r deﬁned in Section 5 as mapping an r-component nanophrase p to a pair (c(p),h(p))
where c(p) is in Z and h(p) is in H1(α, τ , S, r). Deﬁne Γ ′ to be the map from ZP (α, τ , S, r) to H1(α, τ , S, r) which
maps p to h(p). Considering the linking matrix as a map from ZP (α, τ , S, r) to H1(α, τ , S, r), it is easy to check that Γ ′ is
equivalent to the linking matrix. That is, for two r-component nanophrases p and q, Γ ′(p) is equal to Γ ′(q) if and only if
the linking matrices of p and q are the same. Thus if v is a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 1 which distinguishes p and q, it
must be the case that Γ ′(p) is not equal to Γ ′(q) and so the linking matrices of p and q differ. 
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Remark 6.4. In [12], Henrich deﬁned a universal invariant of degree 1 for virtual knots. However, Henrich’s invariant is ﬁnite
type in the sense of Kauffman but not in the sense of Goussarov, Polyak and Viro.
We now give some examples of angle bracket formulae which have degree 2 but which give invariants which are de-
pendent on ﬁnite type invariants of degree 1. We ﬁrst deﬁne some nanophrases to be used in the examples. Let i and j be
integers such that i is less than j and let a and b be (possibly equal) elements in α. Let ei, j,a,b be the nanophrase where
the ith component has the form AB , the jth component has form AB , all other components are empty, |A| is a and |B|
is b. Let f i, j,a,b be the nanophrase where the ith component has the form AB , the j has form B A, all other components are
empty, |A| is a and |B| is b.
Example 6.5. Suppose a is not equal to τ (a) and write b for τ (a). We deﬁne l′i ja by
l′i ja(p) = 〈2ei, j,a,a + 2 f i, j,a,a − 2ei, j,a,b − 2 f i, j,a,b − 2ei, j,b,a − 2 f i, j,b,a + 2ei, j,b,b + 2 f i, j,b,b + gi, j,a + gi, j,b, p〉.
For any nanophrase p we claim that l′i ja(p) is equal to (li ja(p))
2. Thus l′i ja(p) is a homotopy invariant and it is dependent
on li ja(p), a degree 1 ﬁnite type invariant.
To prove the claim, we ﬁx a nanophrase p and then let k equal 〈gi, j,a, p〉 and let l equal 〈gi, j,b, p〉. Then, by deﬁnition,
li ja(p) is equal to k − l. One can easily check that the following identities hold:
〈ei, j,a,a + f i, j,a,a, p〉 = 12k(k − 1),
〈ei, j,a,b + f i, j,a,b + ei, j,b,a + f i, j,b,a, p〉 = kl
and
〈ei, j,b,b + f i, j,b,b, p〉 = 12 l(l − 1).
As an example we check the ﬁrst equation. Let Ai j be the set of letters which appear both in the ith and jth components
and project to a. Note that Ai j contains k letters. The subphrases of p which contribute to 〈ei, j,a,a + f i, j,a,a, p〉 are exactly
those which contain two letters in Ai j . There are 12k(k − 1) different ways to pick an unordered pair of letters in Ai j and
each such pair contributes exactly 1 to 〈ei, j,a,a + f i, j,a,a, p〉. The other equations can be checked in a similar way.
Since l′i ja is a linear combination of the angle bracket formulae on the left-hand side of the above equations, l
′
i ja can be
written in terms of k and l. In fact,
l′i ja(p) = (k − l)2 =
(
li ja(p)
)2
.
One can easily check that l′i ja is not a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 1. Consider p, the nanophrase obtained by changing
both letters in ei, j,a,b to be semi-letters. If l′i ja is a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 1 then l
′
i ja(p) should be 0. However,
l′i ja(p) is equal to 2.
Example 6.6. Suppose a is equal to τ (a). For a nanophrase p, let k equal 〈gi, j,a, p〉. Then k is the number of letters which
appear both in the ith and jth components of p and which project to a. Recall that because a equals τ (a),
li ja(p) = 〈gi, j,a, p〉 mod 2
by deﬁnition. Thus li ja(p) is equal to 1 if k is odd and equal to 0 if k is even.
Consider the angle bracket formula
l′′i ja(p) = 〈2ei, j,a,a + 2 f i, j,a,a + gi, j,a, p〉 mod 4
which takes values in Z/4Z. We claim that this gives a homotopy invariant which is dependent on a degree 1 ﬁnite type
invariant. By similar analysis to that in Example 6.5 one can check that
〈2ei, j,a,a + 2 f i, j,a,a, p〉 = k(k − 1).
Thus
l′′ (p) = k2 mod 4.i ja
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′′
i ja(p) equals 0. If we consider li ja(p) and l
′′
i ja(p) as maps from the set of
r-component nanophrases to the set {0,1} then we have shown that
li ja(p) = l′′i ja(p) (6.2)
for all r-component nanophrases p.
One can check that l′′i ja is not a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 1 by the same method that was used in Example 6.5.
As a ﬁnal remark, we note that l′′i ja is surjective on Z/4Z and so Eq. (6.2) does not hold over all of ZP (α, τ , S, r). For
example, consider the element mgi, j,a in ZP (α, τ , S, r) for any integer m. Then
l′′i ja(mgi, j,a) =m mod 4
but
li ja(mgi, j,a) =m mod 2.
7. Finite type invariants of degree 2
We now consider ﬁnite type invariants of degree 2. We start by deﬁning some simple examples of such invariants.
Let p be an n-component nanophrase. Let αo be an orientation of α. Let i and j be integers between 1 and n inclusive.
Let a and b be elements of αo . Let pi,i,a,b be the nanophrase where the only non-empty component is the ith component,
which is ABAB . If i is not equal to j, let pi, j,a,b be the nanophrase where the only non-empty components are the ith
component, which is ABA, and the jth component, which is B . In either case, |A| is a and |B| is b. Let ui, j,a,b be the map
from nanophrases to either Z or Z/2Z deﬁned as follows
ui, j,a,b(p) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
〈pi, j,a,b − pi, j,τ (a),b − pi, j,a,τ (b) + pi, j,τ (a),τ (b), p〉 if a = τ (a), b = τ (b),
〈pi, j,a,b − pi, j,τ (a),b, p〉 mod 2 if a = τ (a), b = τ (b),
〈pi, j,a,b − pi, j,a,τ (b), p〉 mod 2 if a = τ (a), b = τ (b),
〈pi, j,a,b, p〉 mod 2 if a = τ (a), b = τ (b).
Remark 7.1. In Theorem 1 of [17] a combinatorial formula is given to calculate the second coeﬃcient of the Conway polyno-
mial for classical knots (a ﬁnite type invariant in the sense of Vassiliev). The formula is given in terms of a Gauss diagram.
The Gauss word corresponding to this Gauss diagram is ABAB .
Proposition 7.2. Let (α, τ , S) be homotopy data where S is diagonal. If i is not equal to j or a is not equal to b, ui, j,a,b is a ﬁnite type
invariant of degree 2.
Proof. We ﬁrst prove invariance. It is suﬃcient to prove that for two nanophrases p and p′ related by an isomorphism or a
homotopy move, ui, j,a,b(p) is equal to ui, j,a,b(p′). It is easy to see that this holds for an isomorphism or an H1 move.
Consider the case where p and p′ are related by an H2 move. Then, without loss of generality, we may assume p has the
form xCDyDCz, where |C | is equal to τ (|D|) and p′ has the form xyz. First note that the subphrase of p just consisting of C
and D does not match any pi, j,a,b . Let E be some letter in p other than C or D . If the subphrase of p just consisting of C
and E matches pi, j,a,b for some i, j, a and b, then the subphrase of p just consisting of D and E either matches pi, j,τ (a),b
or pi, j,a,τ (b) . In either case, the contribution of the two subphrases to ui, j,a,b(p) is 0. Any subphrase of p which matches
pi, j,a,b for some i, j, a and b and does not contain C or D also appears in p′ . Thus ui, j,a,b(p) equals ui, j,a,b(p′).
Now consider the case where p and p′ are related by an H3 move. Without loss of generality, we can assume that p has
the form xCDyC EzDEt , where |C |, |D| and |E| are all equal. First note that any subphrase of p which matches pi, j,a,b for
some i, j, a and b and contain less than two of C , D or E also appears in p′ . Now consider rank 2 subphrases of p which
contain exactly two of C , D or E . There are three such subphrases which we label pCD , pCE and pDE , where the subscript
shows which letters appear in the subphrase. In the same way we deﬁne p′CD , p′C E and p′DE as subphrases of p′ which has
the form xDCyECzEDt . We now check how these subphrases contribute to ui, j,a,b . Depending on whether the parts of the
H3 move CD , C E and DE appear in the same or different components, we have four different cases to check.
Firstly, there is the case that the three parts of the H3 move, CD , C E and DE , all appear in the ith component for some i.
Then pCD and pDE both match pi,i,a,a but pCE does not match anything. So these subphrases contribute to ui,i,a,a(p) for
which we do not claim invariance. Indeed, p′C E matches pi,i,a,a but p′CD and p′DE do not match anything. Therefore ui,i,a,a(p)
is not invariant.
Secondly, there is the case where the ﬁrst two parts of the H3 move, CD and C E , are in the ith component and the last
part, DE is in the jth component, for some i and j with i less than j. In this case pCD matches pi, j,a,a but pCE and pDE
do not match anything. On the other hand, p′C E matches pi, j,a,a but p′CD and p′DE do not match anything. Thus ui, j,a,a(p)
equals ui, j,a,a(p′).
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and DE are in the jth component, for some i and j with i less than j. In this case pDE matches p j,i,a,a but pCD and pCE
do not match anything. On the other hand, p′C E matches p j,i,a,a but p′CD and p′DE do not match anything. Thus u j,i,a,a(p)
equals u j,i,a,a(p′).
Fourthly, there is the case where each part of the H3 move is in a different component. However, in this case, none of
pCD , pCE , pDE , p′CD , p′C E or p′DE match any pi, j,a,b .
Therefore ui, j,a,b is invariant under homotopy unless i equals j and a equals b.
We now show that the ui, j,a,b are ﬁnite type invariants of degree 2. By Proposition 4.6 each ui, j,a,b is a ﬁnite type
invariant of degree less than or equal to 2. Since ui, j,a,b(∅n) equals 0 but ui, j,a,b(pi, j,a,b) equals 1, ui, j,a,b is non-trivial and
so has degree greater than 0.
Consider the nanophrase q given by B|B where |B| is b. Then the linking matrices of p1,2,a,b and q are identical. On
the other hand, u1,2,a,b(p1,2,a,b) is equal to 1 and u1,2,a,b(q) is equal to 0. Thus by, Theorem 6.2, ui, j,a,b is not a ﬁnite type
invariant of degree 1. So we can conclude that ui, j,a,b is a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 2. 
We will show that Fukunaga’s T invariant [6] is a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 2. Here we give a slightly different
deﬁnition to that appearing in [6]. However, it is easy to check that the two deﬁnitions are equivalent.
Let p be an n-component nanophrase and let A(p) be the set of letters appearing in p. Deﬁne a map np from
A(p) × A(p) to {−1,0,1} as follows. Set np(X, X) to be 0 for all letters X . For distinct letters X and Y set
np(X, Y ) =
{1 if X and Y appear alternating in p, starting with X,
−1 if X and Y appear alternating in p, starting with Y ,
0 if X and Y do not appear alternating.
Next, for any element a in α, deﬁne a map εa from A(p) to {−1,0,1} by
εa(X) =
{
1 if |X | = a,
−1 if |X | = τ (a) = a,
0 otherwise.
Then for two elements a and b of α and a letter in A(p), deﬁne tp(a,b, X) by
tp(a,b, X) =
∑
Y∈A
εa(X)εb(Y )np(X, Y ).
Let Ai(p) be the set of letters in A(p) for which both occurrences of the letter appear in the ith component of p. For the
ith component of p, T ia,b(p) is deﬁned by
T ia,b(p) =
{∑
A∈Ai(p) tp(a,b, A) ∈ Z if a = τ (a) and b = τ (b),∑
A∈Ai(p) tp(a,b, A) mod 2 ∈ Z/2Z otherwise.
Fukunaga proved that when S is diagonal, T ia,b(p) is a homotopy invariant [6].
Let αo be an orientation of α. Let T i(p) denote the tuple of elements T ia,b(p) for all a and b in αo . Note that for any a
and b in α, we can calculate T ia,b(p) from T
i(p) because we have the following relations
T ia,b(p) = −T iτ (a),b(p) = −T ia,τ (b)(p) = T iτ (a),τ (b)(p),
which can be derived from the deﬁnition. Fukunaga’s T invariant is the n-tuple consisting of the T i(p).
Theorem 7.3. The T invariant is a degree 2 ﬁnite type invariant.
Proof. Each T ia,b(p) can be written as a linear combination of the invariants ui, j,a,b or u j,i,b,a:
T ia,b(p) = ui,i,a,b(p) − ui,i,b,a(p) +
i−1∑
j=1
u j,i,b,a(p) +
n∑
j=i+1
ui, j,a,b(p)
where the sum is calculated in Z or Z/2Z appropriately. Therefore T ia,b(p) is a ﬁnite type invariant of degree less than or
equal to 2.
On the other hand, T ia,b(p) is non-trivial and so has degree greater than 0. For homotopy of Gauss phrases (nanophrases
over a set containing a single element, where τ is the identity map and S is diagonal), the ﬁrst author showed that
Fukunaga’s T and the linking matrix are independent [10]. By a simple adaption of the argument, or just by considering
the projection of nanophrases to Gauss phrases, it is clear that this fact holds for any nanophrase homotopy where S is
diagonal. So T ia,b(p) is not degree 1 and therefore must be a degree 2 ﬁnite type invariant.
As T is essentially a tuple of the T ia,b(p), it then follows that T is a degree 2 ﬁnite type invariant. 
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Proof. Consider the nanophrases ABAC |BC |∅ and ABAC |∅|BC where, in both cases, |A| is a, |B| is b and |C | is τ (b) for
some a and b in αo . Then the invariant u1,2,a,b can distinguish the two nanophrases but the T invariant cannot. Note that
both nanophrases have the same linking matrix, so they cannot be distinguished by degree 1 ﬁnite type invariants. 
Theorem 7.5. Given α and τ , let l be the number of free orbits of α under τ and let k be the number of ﬁxed orbits. When S is empty,
the group G2(α, τ , S,1) is isomorphic to
(Z)l
2+1 ⊕ (Z/2Z)k2+2kl. (7.1)
When S is diagonal, the group G2(α, τ , S,1) is isomorphic to
(Z)l
2−l+1 ⊕ (Z/2Z)k2+2kl−k. (7.2)
When S is α × α × α, G2(α, τ , S,1) is isomorphic to
Z⊕ (Z/2Z)k+l−1. (7.3)
Proof. By Proposition 5.12, G2(α, τ , S,1) has the form
G2(α, τ , S,1) ∼= Z⊕ H2(α, τ , S,1).
We calculate H2(α, τ , S,1).
By relations of the fourth type, if a nanoword w has rank greater than 2 then w equals 0 in H2(α, τ , S,1). By relations
of the ﬁrst type, if w is isomorphic to a word of the form xAAy then w equals 0 in H2(α, τ , S,1). Thus nanowords of
these types can be eliminated from the presentation of H2(α, τ , S,1). We say that a nanoword w is a non-trivial generator
of H2(α, τ , S,1) if its rank is greater than 0 and less than or equal to 2 and w is not isomorphic to a nanoword of the
form xAAy. So non-trivial generators of H2(α, τ , S,1) have the form ABAB : ab for a and b (possibly equal) elements in α.
For any S , by relations of the second type, we have
ABC B AC : aτ (a)b + AC AC : ab + BC BC : τ (a)b = 0 (7.4)
and
ABC AC B : abτ (b) + ABAB : ab + AC AC : aτ (b) = 0 (7.5)
for all elements a and b of α. From these relations, using isomorphisms and relations of the fourth type, we derive
ABAB : ab = −ABAB : τ (a)b = −ABAB : aτ (b) = ABAB : τ (a)τ (b) (7.6)
for all elements a and b of α. Note that if τ (a) is equal to a or if τ (b) is equal to b, then (7.6) implies
2ABAB : ab = 0. (7.7)
Let α0 be an orientation of α. Then all non-trivial generators can be written in terms of generators of the form ABAB : ab
where a and b are in α0. Thus we can eliminate from the presentation all generators not of this form. We have now
considered all relations given by the ﬁrst relation or the second relation.
We now consider the case when S is empty. In this case, there are no more relations to consider. By (7.6) we know that
generators of the form ABAB : ab and ABAB : cd are dependent if and only if a is in the same orbit of τ as c and b is in
the same orbit of τ as d. Thus we have exactly (k + l)2 independent generators.
If a or b are in a ﬁxed orbit of τ , then by (7.7), the generator ABAB : ab has order 2. A generator of this form generates
a subgroup isomorphic to Z/2Z. There are k2 + 2kl independent generators of this type.
On the other hand, if a and b are both in free orbits of τ , ABAB : ab generates a subgroup isomorphic to Z. There are l2
independent generators of this type.
Thus, when S is empty, G2(α, τ , S,1) is isomorphic to the group in (7.1).
We now consider the case where S is diagonal. In this case we get exactly one relation of the third type for each a in α:
ABAC BC : aaa + ABAB : aa + AACC : aa + BC BC : aa = B AC AC B : aaa + B AAB : aa + AC AC : aa + BCC B : aa.
Using isomorphisms and relations of the ﬁrst and fourth types, this simpliﬁes to
ABAB : aa = 0
for all a in α. So we can eliminate generators of the form ABAB : aa from the presentation and we are left with generators
of the form ABAB : ab where a and b are in α0 and a is not equal to b. There are k2 +2kl−k generators of this form where
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for which a and b are both in free orbits of τ . Thus, when S is diagonal, G2(α, τ , S,1) is isomorphic to the group in (7.2).
We now consider the case where S is α × α × α. Then relations of the third type are
ABAC BC : abc + ABAB : ab + AACC : ac + BC BC : bc = B AC AC B : abc + B AAB : ab + AC AC : ac + BCC B : bc
for all a, b and c in α. Using isomorphisms and relations of the ﬁrst and fourth types, we simplify this to
ABAB : ab + ABAB : bc − ABAB : ac = 0. (7.8)
When b and c both equal a this gives ABAB : aa = 0 for all a in α as in the case where S is diagonal.
Consider Eq. (7.8) for the triple (τ (a),b, c):
ABAB : τ (a)b + ABAB : bc − ABAB : τ (a)c = 0.
By (7.6) this becomes
−ABAB : ab + ABAB : bc + ABAB : ac = 0. (7.9)
Adding (7.8) and (7.9) we get
2ABAB : bc = 0
for all b and c in α. Thus all generators are either equal to 0 or have order 2. Using this fact we simplify (7.8) to
ABAB : ab + ABAB : ac + ABAB : bc = 0. (7.10)
If a equals b, (7.10) becomes
ABAB : aa + ABAB : ac + ABAB : ac = 0
which is trivially true. If b equals c, (7.10) becomes
ABAB : ab + ABAB : ab + ABAB : bb = 0
which is also trivially true. If a equals c, (7.10) becomes
ABAB : ab + ABAB : aa + ABAB : ba = 0
which implies
ABAB : ab = ABAB : ba
for all a and b in α.
We pick an order on the elements of α0. Then any term can be written in terms of generators of the form ABAB : ab
where a and b are both in α0 and a is less than b. The only remaining relations are those of the form in (7.10) where a is
less than b and b is less than c.
When α0 has less than three elements, no relations remain. When α0 contains only one element, all generators are equal
to 0. When α0 contains exactly two elements a and b (a less than b), we have just one non-zero generator ABAB : ab.
When α0 contains exactly three elements a, b and c (a less than b and b less than c), we have just three non-zero gen-
erators ABAB : ab, ABAB : ac and ABAB : bc. Only the relation (7.10) remains. We use to eliminate the generator ABAB : bc
and we are left with two independent generators.
Let m be the number of elements in α0 (m equals l + k). We claim that the number of independent generators is equal
to m − 1. We prove this by induction on m. By the above discussion we have already seen that this is true when m is 1, 2
or 3. Now, assuming that the result is true for m − 1, we prove the result true for m greater than or equal to 4.
Let a be the ﬁrst letter in α0 and x be the last letter in α0, according to the order that we assigned to α0. We will
eliminate all relations which contain an x. For each element b in α0 − {a, x} (such an element b exists because m is greater
than or equal to 4) we have a relation
ABAB : ab + ABAB : ax+ ABAB : bx = 0.
Rearranging, we get
ABAB : bx = ABAB : ab + ABAB : ax (7.11)
which we use to eliminate generators of the form ABAB : bx (b in α0−{a, x}) from any other relations in which they appear.
Thus for any two different elements b and c in α0 − {a, x} (b less than c) we have the relation
ABAB : bc + ABAB : bx+ ABAB : cx = 0.
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ABAB : bc + ABAB : ab + ABAB : ax+ ABAB : ac + ABAB : ax = 0.
This simpliﬁes to
ABAB : bc + ABAB : ab + ABAB : ac = 0
which is equivalent to a relation that we already have. In this way we can eliminate all generators involving x from the
relations. Note that we didn’t rewrite ABAB : ax in terms of other generators, but it no longer appears in any relation. This
gives us an independent generator.
The remaining relations are those for all ordered triples in α0 − {x}. By the induction hypothesis, we can solve these
equations to ﬁnd m−2 independent generators. So, including ABAB : ax, we have m−1 independent generators, as claimed.
Thus, when S is α × α × α, G2(α, τ , S,1) is isomorphic to the group in (7.3). 
8. Gauss words
The problem of whether a Gauss word can be realized as a plane curve or not was ﬁrst considered by Gauss [7]. It has
been studied in a number of papers, just a few examples of which are [2,16,18,19]. Planarity of signed Gauss words was
considered in [1] and [3]. In this section we will look at a different aspect of Gauss words.
Let αGW be the set {a}, τGW be the identity map and SGW be {(a,a,a)}. For any nanoword over αGW , all letters map
to a, so we can forget the map to αGW and just consider nanowords over α as Gauss words. The homotopy given by
(αGW , τGW , SGW ) is called homotopy of Gauss words (it was called open homotopy of Gauss words in [8]).
In [21], Turaev conjectured that all Gauss words are homotopic to the trivial Gauss word. However, the existence of
counterexamples was shown independently in [8] and [15]. In particular, in [8], the ﬁrst author showed that the Gauss
word ABACDCBD is such a counterexample. Later in this section we will show that ABACDCBD is non-trivial using a
ﬁnite type invariant of degree 4.
In this section, we write Gn for Gn(αGW , τGW , SGW ,1). We have the following proposition.
Proposition 8.1. For Gauss words, G1 , G2 and G3 are all isomorphic to Z. Thus there are no ﬁnite type invariants of degree 1, 2 or 3.
Proof. The fact that G1 is isomorphic to Z follows from Corollary 6.3 and by Theorem 7.5, G2 is isomorphic to Z. We now
calculate G3.
By Proposition 5.12, G3 has the form
G3 ∼= Z⊕ H3
where we have written H3 for H3(αGW , τGW , SGW ,1). By relations of the fourth type, if a Gauss word w has rank greater
than 3 then w equals 0 in H3. By relations of the ﬁrst type, if w is isomorphic to a word of the form xAAy then w equals 0
in H3. Thus Gauss words of these types can be eliminated from the presentation of H3. We are left with 6 generators:
ABAB , ABAC BC , ABC ABC , ABC AC B , ABC B AC and ABC BC A. The following relations are relations of the second type:
ABC AC B + ABAB + AC AC = 0
and
ABC B AC + AC AC + BC BC = 0
which are equivalent to
ABC AC B + 2ABAB = 0
and
ABC B AC + 2ABAB = 0.
From relations of the second type we also get
2ABC ABC = 0.
From relations of the third type we get
ABAC BC + ABAB + AACC + BC BC = B AC AC B + B AAB + AC AC + BCC B,
DABACDBC + DABADB + DAACDC + DBCDBC = DBAC ADCB + DBAADB + DAC ADC + DBCDCB,
DABAC BCD + DABABD + DAACCD + DBC BCD = DBAC AC BD + DBAABD + DAC ACD + DBCC BD
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ABDACDBC + ABDADB + ADACDC + BDCDBC = B ADC ADCB + B ADADB + ADC ADC + BDCDCB.
Removing trivial generators and canceling isomorphic words, these relations become
ABAC BC + ABAB = ABC BC A,
ABC ABC = ABC AC B,
ABC BC A = 0
and
ABC AC B + ABAC BC + ABC B AC = 2ABC BC A + ABC ABC .
Solving all the above relations gives
ABAB = ABAC BC = ABC ABC = ABC AC B = ABC B AC = ABC BC A = 0.
Thus G3 is isomorphic to Z. 
We deﬁne a map v4 from the set of Gauss words to Z/2Z as follows. For i running from 1 to 6, the Gauss words wi are
deﬁned by
w1 = ABACDCBD,
w2 = ABC ACDBD,
w3 = ABC ADBDC,
w4 = ABC BDACD,
w5 = ABCDBDAC
and
w6 = ABCDC ADB.
Then v4 is given by
v4(w) =
〈
6∑
i=1
wi,w
〉
mod 2.
Proposition 8.2. The map v4 is a homotopy invariant of Gauss words.
Proof. We must prove that if w and w ′ are two homotopic Gauss words, v4(w) and v4(w ′) are equal. It is suﬃcient to
prove this in the case that w and w ′ are related by an isomorphism or homotopy move. In the case that w and w ′ are
related by an isomorphism it is clear that v4(w) equals v4(w ′). We now consider each homotopy move in turn.
If w and w ′ are related by an H1 move, then we may assume without loss of generality that w has the form xAAy and
w ′ has the form xy. Now observe that none of the wi are isomorphic to a Gauss word of the form uAAv . Thus if wi is
isomorphic to s, a subword of w , s does not contain the letter A and so s is also a subword of w ′ . Thus 〈wi,w〉 is equal to
〈wi,w ′〉 and so v4(w) equals v4(w ′).
If w and w ′ are related by an H2 move, then we may assume without loss of generality that w has the form xAByB Az
and w ′ has the form xyz. Now observe that none of the wi are isomorphic to a Gauss word of the form t ABuB Av . If wi
is isomorphic to s, a subword of w , either s does not contain the letters A and B , or it contains exactly one of them. If s
does not contain A and B , then s is a subword of w ′ . Suppose that s contains one of A or B . Without loss of generality we
assume that it contains A. Then there exists a subword s′ of w which contains the same letters as s except that the letter A
is replaced with a B . Clearly s′ is also isomorphic to wi . Thus subwords isomorphic to wi and containing one of A or B
appear in pairs. As v4(w) is deﬁned modulo 2, these pairs do not contribute anything to v4(w). Thus v4(w) equals v4(w ′).
If w and w ′ are related by an H3 move, then we may assume without loss of generality that w has the form
xAByACzBCt and w ′ has the form xB AyC AzC Bt . Suppose s is a subword of w which is isomorphic to a wi . Let m(s)
be the number of letters in the set {A, B,C} which appear in s. For each m in {0,1,2,3}, we will show that the contribu-
tions to v4(w) of subwords s of w with m(s) equal to m matches the contributions to v4(w ′) of subwords s′ of w ′ with
m(s′) equal to m.
First consider the case where m is 0. Then any subword s of w which m(s) equal to 0 is also a subword of w ′ . Since
these subwords are in one-to-one correspondence, their contributions to v4(w) and v4(w ′) are equal.
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Contributions to v4 when m(s) is 2.
word A B C word after H3 A B C
DABDAC EBC E DB ADC AEC BE w1 w2
DABE ACDBC E DBAEC ADCBE
DABE AC EBCD DBAEC AEC BD
DE ABDAC EBC w2 DEB ADC AEC B w3
DE ABE ACDBC w4 DEB AEC ADCB w5
DE ABDACBC E DEB ADC AC BE
DE ABE AC BCD DEB AEC AC BD
DE AB ACDBC E w6 DEB AC ADCBE w6
DE AB AC EBCD DEB AC AEC BD
DABDE AC EBC w1 w3 DBADEC AEC B
DABEDAC EBC DBAEDC AEC B
DABDE AC BC E DB ADEC AC BE
DABEDAC BC E w3 DBAEDC AC BE w3
ABDE ACDBC E w3 B ADEC ADCBE w5
ABDE AC EBCD w6 B ADEC AEC BD w5
DABE ACDEBC w4 DBAEC ADEC B w6
DABE AC EDBC w5 DBAEC AEDCB w6
DABACDEBC E DB AC ADEC BE
DABAC EDBC E w4 DBAC AEDCBE w4
ABDACDEBC E w4 w2 B ADC ADEC BE
ABDAC EDBC E B ADC AEDCBE
DABE AC BCDE w5 DBAEC AC BDE w5
DABE AC BC ED DBAEC AC BED
DABAC EBCDE DBAC AEC BDE
DABAC EBC ED DBAC AEC BED
ABDAC EBCDE w1 B ADC AEC BDE w4
ABDAC EBC ED w3 B ADC AEC BED w6
DEDABE AC BC DEDBAEC AC B
DEDAB AC EBC w1 DEDBAC AEC B w1
DEDABAC BC E DEDBAC AC BE
DABEDE AC BC w2 DBAEDEC AC B w2
ABDEDAC EBC w6 B ADEDC AEC B w4
ABDEDAC BC E B ADEDC AC BE
DAB AC EDEBC DBAC AEDEC B
ABDAC EDEBC w5 B ADC AEDEC B w3
AB ACDEDBC E w1 B AC ADEDCBE w1
DABAC BC EDE DBAC AC BEDE
ABDAC BC EDE w2 B ADC AC BEDE w2
AB ACDBC EDE B AC ADCBEDE
Next consider the case where m is 1. It is easy to see that any subword s of w which m(s) equal to 1 is also a subword
of w ′ . Thus the contributions to v4(w) and v4(w ′) of these kinds of subwords are also equal.
Now consider the case where m is 2. Suppose s is a rank 4 subword of w such that m(s) is equal to 2. Then s contains
two letters from {A, B,C} and also contains another two letters D and E . So we consider all rank 5 Gauss words which
contain ABAC BC as a subword and check how the subwords of rank 4 which contain exactly two letters from {A, B,C}
contribute to v4(w). We note that since none of the words wi are of the form uDDv , tDEuDEv or tDEuEDv , we can
eliminate words of this form. The remaining words are listed in Table 1. To derive the subwords of these words which
contain exactly two letters from {A, B,C} we must delete one of A, B or C from the word. This gives 3 subwords. In
column A we indicate which of the wi is isomorphic to the subword derived by deleting A. If the subword is not isomorphic
to any of the wi , the column is left blank. The columns B and C indicate the results of deleting B and C respectively. The
next column, labelled “word after H3”, shows the result of applying the H3 move involving A, B and C on the word. The
columns A, B and C to the right of this column indicate the result of deleting A, B or C from this second word. From
Table 1, it is clear that in each case the contributions to v4(w) and v4(w ′) are equivalent modulo 2.
Finally consider the case where m is 3. Suppose s is a rank 4 subword of w such that m(s) is equal to 3. Let D be the 4th
letter of s. Suppose the two occurrences of D in s appear together (that is, s is of the form uDDv). Then, as we observed
above, no wi is of this form, so s cannot be isomorphic to a wi . Thus it is suﬃcient to check only the cases where the two
occurrences of D do not appear together. There are 6 such cases. We show that the contributions to v4(w) and v4(w ′) of
these kinds of subwords are equal in Table 2.
This completes the proof. 
Now v4(∅) is equal to 0 but v4(ABACDCBD) is equal to 1. Thus ABACDCBD is a homotopically non-trivial Gauss word
and the invariant v4 is non-trivial. In fact, ABACDCBD was shown to be homotopically non-trivial in [8]. The invariant v4
gives another simple way to prove this fact.
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Contributions to v4 when m(s) is 3.
s matches v4(w) s′ matches v4(w ′)
DABDACBC 0 DBADC AC B 0
DABACDBC w4 1 DBAC ADCB w6 1
DABAC BCD 0 DBAC AC BD 0
ABDACDBC 0 B ADC ADC B 0
ABDAC BCD w3 1 B ADC AC BD w5 1
AB ACDBCD 0 B AC ADCBD 0
Proposition 8.3. The invariant v4 is a ﬁnite type invariant of degree 4.
Proof. By Proposition 4.6, v4 is a ﬁnite type invariant of degree less than or equal to 4. As v4 is non-trivial, it is not of
degree 0 and so Proposition 8.1 implies v4 must have degree greater than or equal to 4. 
Remark 8.4. There is a natural map from open virtual knot diagrams to Gauss words and this induces a well-deﬁned map
from open virtual knots to homotopy classes of Gauss words [20]. Thus any ﬁnite type invariant of Gauss words is a ﬁnite
type invariant of open virtual knots. In particular v4 is a ﬁnite type invariant of open virtual knots.
Remark 8.5. The virtualization move, shown in Fig. 1 in [4], is a local diagrammatic move on a single real crossing. Under
the natural map from open virtual knot diagrams to Gauss words mentioned in Remark 8.4, it is clear that two open virtual
knot diagrams related by a virtualization move map to the same Gauss word.
In [4], it is stated that there are no non-constant Goussarov–Polyak–Viro ﬁnite type invariants for virtual knots (open or
closed) which are invariant under the virtualization move. This statement appears to contradict Remark 8.4. However, there
is no contradiction because in [4] only Z-valued ﬁnite type invariants are considered and v4 is Z/2Z-valued.
The following theorem shows that v4 is essentially the only ﬁnite type invariant of degree 4 for Gauss words.
Theorem 8.6. For Gauss words, G4 is isomorphic to Z⊕ Z/2Z. If two Gauss words, w and w ′ , can be distinguished by a ﬁnite type
invariant of degree 4, they can be distinguished by v4 .
Proof. By a straightforward but lengthy calculation which we omit, it can be shown that G4 is the additive abelian group
given by 〈∅,w1|2w1 = 0〉. 
9. Closed homotopy
In [20] Turaev deﬁned shift moves on nanophrases. Let ν be an involution on α. Let p be an r-component nanophrase
over α. A shift move on the ith component of p is a move which gives a new nanophrase p′ as follows. If the ith com-
ponent of p is empty or contains a single letter, p′ is p. If not, the ith component of p has the form Ax. Then the ith
component of p′ is xA and for all j not equal to i, the jth component of p′ is the same as the jth component of p. Fur-
thermore, writing |A|p for |A| in p and |A|p′ for |A| in p′ , if x contains the letter A, then |A|p′ equals ν(|A|). Otherwise,
|A|p′ equals |A|.
Example 9.1. Let α be the set {a,b} and ν be the involution on α which swaps a and b. Let p be the nanophrase
ABAC |BC : aaa. Applying a shift move to the 1st component of p gives B AC A|BC : baa. Applying a shift move to the
2nd component of p gives ABAC |C B : aaa.
Closed homotopy of nanophrases over α is the equivalence relation generated by homotopy and shift moves. The deﬁnition
of closed homotopy is parameterized by α, τ , S and ν .
Remark 9.2. Recall from Remark 2.2 the deﬁnitions of αvk , τvk and Svk . Let νvk be the involution on α which sends a+
to b+ and a− to b− . Then αvk , τvk , Svk and νvk deﬁne a closed homotopy. Turaev showed that under this homotopy, the
homotopy classes of nanophrases over αvk correspond to ordered virtual links (virtual links where the components are
ordered and equivalence of ordered virtual links respects this order) [20].
The deﬁnition of ﬁnite type invariants and universal invariants extends to closed homotopy. Indeed our deﬁnition for
ﬁnite type invariants of the homotopy given in Remark 9.2 corresponds to Goussarov, Polyak and Viro’s deﬁnition in [11].
Writing P˜ (α, τ , S, ν, r) for P (α, τ , S, r) modulo shift moves and G˜(α, τ , S, ν, r) for G(α, τ , S, r) modulo shift moves,
it is easy to check that the map θr induces an isomorphism from Z P˜ (α, τ , S, ν, r) to G˜(α, τ , S, ν, r). We then deﬁne
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which, by analogous arguments to those above, is a universal invariant of degree n.
Remark 9.3. In [11] the algebras P and Pn are deﬁned. Using the notation from Remark 9.2, we note that if we consider P
and Pn as additive groups (by forgetting about the multiplication operation), then G˜(α, τ , S, ν,1) is isomorphic to P and
G˜n(α, τ , S, ν,1) is isomorphic to Pn .
While the generators of G˜(α, τ , S, ν,1) and P are the same, the set of relations given in [11] and the set of relations we
give are not exactly the same. However, one can verify that any relation given in Section 2.5 of [11], written as a relation
on nanowords holds in G˜(α, τ , S, ν,1).
Suppose we have a relation in G˜(α, τ , S, ν,1) given by x = 0 where x is an element in ZIr(α). Now φ1 (the inverse
of θ1) induces an isomorphism from G˜(α, τ , S, ν,1) to Z P˜ (α, τ , S, ν,1). So we just need to check that φ1(x) is equal to 0
as an element in Z P˜ (α, τ , S, ν,1). Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 of [21] which derive certain moves on nanowords from the
homotopy moves are useful in making such a check.
The fact that G˜n(α, τ , S, ν,1) is isomorphic to Pn can be seen similarly.
Any invariant which is ﬁnite type of degree n for a closed homotopy is ﬁnite type of degree n for the corresponding
homotopy without shift moves. For degrees 0 and 1 the reverse is also true. In other words G˜ i(α, τ , S, ν, r) is equal to
Gi(α, τ , S, r) for i equal to 0 or 1 and for all α, τ , S and ν . For degree 2 however, the reverse is not true. For example,
Fukunaga’s T invariant is not invariant under the shift move given by taking ν to be τ , so it is not a ﬁnite type invariant
for the corresponding closed homotopy. We also note that the invariant v4 is not invariant under shift moves.
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